
Conquest’s PB155 is an engineering masterpiece 
specifically developed to meet the needs of  
heavy industry.

Superior strength and advanced features such as highly visible, 
hydraulically operated waste hopper highlights why the PB155  
is the number one choice for operators.

Unlike paper panel filters the Conquest polyester filters are suitable for 
extreme dust applications. Huge surface areas and a washable material 
means the filter does not require periodical replacement saving time 
and money.

A heavy steel construction and our proven direct throw sweeping 
guarantees the drive wheels travel on a clean safe surface.  
This feature packed machine delivers everything you would  
expect from a sweeper… and more.
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FEATURES

•    Smooth three cylinder water cooled engine is designed specifically  
for LPg. Producing 31HP the PB155 climbs ramps and hills up to 16%  
effortlessly.

•    Extremely large battery compartment housing a 400 a/hr battery pack.  
Quiet operation at full working capacity enables day/night cleaning  
without disturbing nearby personnel.

•    High volume vacuum fan is indirectly connected using a baffle system  
to evenly distribute suction across the entire filter surface.

•   With large operator console, adjustable seat, armrest and power  
steering the PB155 guarantees maximum comfort and reliability.

SPECIFICATIONS PB155 
D

PB155 
LPG

PB155 
E

Sweeping width with main broom only (mm) 1000 1000 1000

Sweeping width with main broom  
+1 side broom (mm)

1300 1300 1300

Sweeping width with main broom  
+2 side brooms (mm)

1550 1550 1550

Theoretical sweeping performance (m²/hr) 15500 14500 13000

Waste hopper capacity (Lt) 300 300 300

Waste hopper dump height (mm) 1400 1400 1400

LPg engine power (Vanguard) - 31 -

Diesel engine power (Lombardini)  (HP) 27.2 - -

Max travel speed (km/hr) 10 10 10

Battery capacity (a/hr) - - 400

Polyester filter surface area 8 8 8

Weight (without batteries) (kg) 850 850 800

Max height (mm) 1430 1430 1430

Max length (mm) 2040 2040 2040

Max width (mm) 1330 1330 1330
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